Molecular Mechanisms of Polyhostality in Relation to Emerging Infectious Diseases
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Abstract

Introduction of ecological approaches into medical microbiology has changed our view on infectious diseases. The recognition of a pathogen as a part of the biotic environment is particularly important for emerging diseases. When an emerging infection agent enters the environment of a human body for the first time, it undergoes a harsh transition, which is totally different from slow co-evolution. The review considers mechanisms that provide survival and multiplication in a previously unfamiliar environment and particularly polyhostality that can be defined as the capacity of a microbe to colonize several species belonging to different taxa. The molecular basis of polyhostality relies on conservatism of eukaryotic cell structures that provides successful interactions of bacterial factors developed in the course of evolution in the natural habitat with human targets. While mechanisms of polyhostality are at the beginning of the study, they are of great importance for comprehension of infection pathology and development of novel methods of epidemiological monitoring.
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In the last years, our main anthropocentric view of infectious diseases as a directional attack of an armed with virulence factors microbe on humans has been changing to the recognition of pathogens as an integral part of the biotic environment [1]. This recognition essentially depends on introduction of ecological approaches into medical microbiology and infectious disease studies and deepens our understanding of interactions between humans and pathogenic species at different levels [2,3].

The relationships between pathogens and their natural environment are particularly important for understanding molecular biology, evolution and epidemiology of emerging infections. An emerging infection is defined as an infectious disease that has newly appeared or that has been known for some time but is rapidly increasing in incidence or geographic range [4]. It is the nature that supplies new infectious agents that originate in soil or water ecosystems. Human activities are the main cause of the emergence of new pathogens as significant health issues [5,6]. Different factors such as human appearance in previously pristine regions, transformation of natural habitats due to agricultural and industrial development, an enlarged scale of trade flow result in transmission of multiple microbial species to a new environment and after all put them in touch with a human organism. Then, instead of slow evolution, when members of a stable consortium living in persistent symbiosis continually adapt to each other, the harsh transition takes place and the new environment such a human body requires an immediate response.

The general ecological mechanism that provides species survival and multiplication in a previously unfamiliar environment and is known as pre adaptation appears to be involved in the phenomenon of emerging infections [7]. Living in their natural environment, causative agents of emerging infections might be wild mammal pathogens or be carried asymptomatically by wild animals or be rather microbial community members than true pathogens. Their pre adaptation becomes apparent in the form of polyhostality. The term polyhostality came from descriptions of natural foci of infections where it means that the foci are supported by multiple hosts. Latter, the term polyhostality was widening to describe the capacity of a microbe to colonize several species belonging to different taxa or even to different kingdoms [8]. The Gram-negative bacterium *L. pneumophila* is a best studied example when adaptation for survival in protozoa provides virulence for humans [9]. The rhizosphere inhabitant *Burkholderia cenocepacia* was shown to establish chronic infections in immunocompromised patients. Studies of the last years demonstrated that it is a capacity to adapt for a host niche but not host cell or tissue damage that contributes in *B. cenocepacia* infection in humans [10]. The better known as a food born pathogen, *Y. pseudotuberculosis* effectively colonizes plants [11]. Another food born pathogen, the Gram-positive bacterium *L. monocytogenes*, was isolated from a wild spectrum of wildlife including mammals, birds and fish and seems to be a widely spread member of soil ecosystems [12,13].

From the molecular point of view, the polyhostality is provided by a capacity of bacterial factors developed in the course of evolution in the natural habitat to interact with human targets. Such factors may play similar roles in natural hosts and in human infection or gain additional functions. *L. pneumophila* factors involved in intracellular replication within its natural hosts amoeba and ciliated protozoa were shown to play a similar role in macrophage infection [14]. The thiol-dependent hemolysin...
L. monocytogenes Listeriolysin O (LLO), which is required for intracellular survival and apoptosis induction in lymphocytes in the course of infection in humans, promotes bacterial survival and growth in the presence of bacteriovorus ciliate T. pyriformis and is responsible for L. monocytogenes toxicity for protozoa and induction of protozoan encystment [15]. The conservatism in eukaryotic cell structure underlies the molecular basis of polyhostality.

The molecular mechanisms of polyhostality are at the beginning of the study. Meanwhile they are important for a systematical understanding of human infection pathology. When coupled with “omics” methods, ecological approaches in pathogenic studies will provide a novel basement for future methods of epidemiological monitoring.
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